
Meeting Minutes  

Date:  08 August 2018 
Time: 3:00 pm 
Venue:  Rm 4056 SIS Level 4 
  
Attendee: KOH Lian Chee (supervisor) 

Ya Min Nyi Nyi  
Kyaw Htet Soe 
Khin Khin Min Thu 
Hsu Hsu Linn 
Wai Yan Min 

  
Agenda:  Discussion with supervisor for progress update and feedbacks 

 
 
Important things to take note for acceptance 

 Create Role function is not yet finished. If it is not done by acceptance, prof will ask 
questions about it 

 Our objective must be cleared and need to make prof understand the project clearly 
 Plan user testing (At least need to show sponsor the Application on server and get 

feedback). 
 Presentation and Slides 

✓ Supervisor will review slide for acceptance but need to submit at least 2 days 
before  

✓ Progress Update (Date need to add) 
✓ Need to explain Redux Saga for Acceptance (for e.g., Saga – Business Service 

Layer) 
✓ Do role play (with example Scenario) for the prof to better understand how 

the functions are 
✓ Feedbacks from user testing needs to be presented 

 
Supervisor feedback on Front End (UI) 

 Display should be resilient for all the monitors. Should not display differently on 
different pcs (**use web-responsive) 

 Usage of terms and words should not be too generic but should be clear and 
understandable for the users (for e.g., explain Ec Member in long term) <Completed> 

 In Event Transaction, instead of “add row”, change to “add new income/record”. Do 
not use “Total Balance”, use other similar word instead. <Completed> 

 Event filter should be not only by names but also by range of date, month and year.  
 For displaying records and fields, reduce white spaces and put few records only (Est 8 

records) in one page so that the users do not need to scroll a lot  <Completed> 
 Next pagination button → shift from bottom of page to top corner of the page  

<Completed> 
 Put title for each page (for e g., in member management, put title such as “List of EC 

Members”) <Completed> 
 Create event should be inside event management as management include CRUD 

<Completed> 
 
Payment function 

 Use existing process + online payment (should not totally discard existing process) 



 If use e-payment, there can be security issue and encourage the members to use it 
(but the latter should not be PentaHive concern) 

 PayPal is strongly recommended to use for e-payment (do not use other PayPal-like) 
 
Things to discuss with Sponsor 

 Suggest PayPal to use as an option for e-Payment 
 Change to PayPal Slowly   
 Discuss whether need to put both in same AWS server for both front end and back 

end. 
 
 
Next internal meeting will be on 12 August (Sunday) and next supervisor meeting will be on 
13 August (Monday). 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:45 pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 
are no amendments reported in the next three days. 
 
 
Prepared by, 
Hsu Hsu Linn 
 
Vetted and edited by, 

Yamin Nyi Nyi 
 
 

 


